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Fish dumplings made of 100% megisu (deep sea smelt) from 

Itoigawa. Freshly caught 'megisu' are used. After the head and 

entrails are removed, the bones and fish meat are minced 

together, grounded on a millstone into a soft paste and then 

boiled. Grilled in a frying pan, the dumplings become fragrant and 

even more delicious. Ideal for nabe (hotpot) or soups. Only sun-

dried salt and starch are used in the production and no chemical 

seasonings are added. They are a seafood treat of Itoigawa and 

rich in calcium and the original flavor of the fish.  

Case ４ Minced megisu dumplings

Ichijirushi kamaboko ya
2-7-8, Teramachi, Itoigawa-shi, Niigata

The fish in this dish is megisu(deep-
sea smelt) from Itoigawa, which 
contains some fat but tastes light. The 
deep delicious flavor of megisu
dumplings pairs well with the 
refreshing bouquet of Junmai Daiginjo.

URL      https://ichijirushi.com/

megisu

Ikedaya shuzo Co., Ltd.
Exective Director

Ikehara Tatsuhiro

Contact  https://ichijirushi.com/contact/

These representative Myoko pickles are made from vegetables
such as nozawana (turnip greens), daikon, carrots or burdock,
wrapped in kelp and pickled in miso. The kobu maki produced by
the Minami-Echigo Furusato Shinko Agricultural Cooperative
Corporation is handmade, and free of additives. Delicious on it
own, or served with rice.

Case ３ Kobu Maki

紹介者写真

Ayumasamune Shuzo 
Co., Ltd.

Executive Director
Iiyoshi Tomihiko

For shop information, please contact Minami-Echigo Furusato Shinko Agricultural Cooperative Corporation.

162-1, Ohara shinden, Myoko-shi, Niigata

Mail m-echigo@valley.ne.jp

Kobu maki is delicious as the filling for
a onigiri (rice ball), or as a topping on
ochazuke, a dish of rice topped with
green tea. It is also an ideal snack with
sake, with the natural flavor of the
ingredients mixing wonderfully with
the sake. 
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